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Star Wars fans of all ages.
Star Wars James Luceno 2005 Text and
illustrations present characters from
Star Wars, episode III, revenge of
the Sith and the technology they use.
Star Wars Character Encyclopedia New
Edition DK 2019-04-04 Learn more
about your favourite Star Wars
characters from every movie in the
saga The definitive guide to more
than 200 heroes, villains, aliens and
droids of the Star Wars galaxy is now
packed with new characters from Rogue
One: A Star Wars Story, Star Wars:
The Last Jedi and Solo: A Star Wars
Story. Want to know how tall Snoke
is? Or learn where Maz Kanata is
from? The Star Wars: Character
Encyclopedia is full of fun facts and
intriguing information that's
guaranteed to enthrall fans of all
ages. With plenty of lesser-known
details, even die-hard fans will
learn new facts about iconic
characters. © & TM 2019 LUCASFILM LTD
Solo Mur Lafferty 2020-10-29
Art of Solo Phil Szostak 2018-05-25
Examines the development of the
fantastic worlds, characters, and
creatures of "Solo" through concept
art, costume sketches, storyboards,
blueprints, and exclusive interviews
with the filmmakers.
Solo Titan 2018-09-25 An in-depth
exploration of the all-new Star Wars
movie, Solo: A Star Wars Story. A
deluxe collector's piece including
interviews, trivia, photos, and art
from the movie.
Solo: A Star Wars Story: Tales from
Vandor Jason Fry 2018-09-11 Follow an
adventure in the Star Wars universe
in this first-person narrative from

Solo Pablo Hidalgo 2018-05 An
authoritative companion to the latest
Star Warsmovie, Solo- A Star Wars
Story The Official Guide features the
fascinating planets, vehicles, and
aliens that Han Solo encounters on
his early adventures. Explore key
characters, locations and props in
captivating detail with extensive
production photography and see the
iconic Millennium Falconas its never
been seen before, in an exclusive
cross-section artwork by Richard
Chasemore.
Star Wars the Mandalorian the
Ultimate Visual Guide Pablo Hidalgo
2021-05-04 The essential companion to
the first two seasons of The
Mandalorian. Produced in close
collaboration with Lucasfilm and
written by Star Wars insider Pablo
Hidalgo (TBC), this 200-page book is
full of fascinating details. Study
more than 600 images, incredible
concept art, and behind-the-scenes
photography in this must-have guide
to the Disney+ phenomenon. Discover
the hidden gadgets of the
Mandalorian's beskar suit of armor.
Learn more about the cutest 50-yearold alien in the galaxy--The Child.
Discover the secrets of the Way.
Examine the functional workings of
the Razor Crest. Uncover the codes of
the Bounty Hunter Guild. Meet the
deadly Cara Dune and the ruthless
Moff Gideon. Find out how the
Mandalorian became the best in the
parsec. With a foreword by Executive
Producer Dave Filoni (TBC), Star
Wars: The Mandalorian: The Ultimate
Visual Guide is the perfect gift for
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one of the characters in Solo: A Star
Wars Story. Learn about the
smugglers, scoundrels, gangsters,
pirates, and plunderers from Solo: A
Star Wars Story—including Han Solo,
Chewbacca, and Lando Calrissian—in
this unique in-world journal straight
from Fort Ypso on the snowy mountain
planet of Vandor.
Star Wars The Mighty Chewbacca in the
Forest of Fear Tom Angleberger
2018-05-25 When Chewbacca the Wookiee
finds out that a job he thought was
just ferrying tooka cats is actually
much more, he's excited to have
something to do! But when he, a young
bounty hunter/librarian, and a droll
cargo droid--who, unbeknownst to the
others is rebel spy droid K-2SO--land
in the middle of a blue forest that
emits a fear-causing mist, Chewie
realizes the job may be too dangerous
for his liking. He and his companions
will have to fight off snarlers,
sniffers, and their own fears as they
try to recover a sacred book--and
rescue Han Solo in the process!
Perfect for reading before or after
seeing Solo: A Star Wars Story in
theaters!
Solo: A Star Wars Story Read-Along
Storybook and CD Lucasfilm Press
2018-09-04 Return to a galaxy far,
far away and relive the adventure of
Solo: A Star Wars Story with this
exciting book-and-CD set, featuring
thrilling sound effects, word-forword narration, and character voices!
Solo: a Star Wars Story 2018-04-27
Join Han Solo and his friends, old
and new, as you search for hidden
treasures - and dangers - in 8
dramatically illustrated scenes from
Solo: A Star Wars Story. Then blast
to the back of the book for even more
Look & Find challenges!
I Should Be Writing Mur Lafferty
2017-08-22 Don't just dream it, write
it! I Should Be Writing is a writing
workshop in a journal, full of
helpful advice and encouragement for
the person who wants to finally write
the story they've always dreamed of
creating. Let award-winning podcaster
Mur Lafferty, who in the past has
interviewed authors including John
Scalzi, Neil Gaiman, Gail Carriger,
Adam Christopher, and Kameron Hurley,
guide you through the nuts-and-bolts
solo-a-star-wars-story-the-official-guide

process of honing your craft,
including which writing myths to
ignore, how to refine your creative
process, listening to your inner muse
while ignoring your inner bully, and
more. This book also contains writing
exercises that will help the
blossoming writer strengthen the
writer’s muscle of writing every day.
These include everything from
situational writer's prompts to lists
of ideas writers should try to jot
down between writing sessions. With
this helpful guide, you can make the
phrase, "I've always wanted to write
a story..." a thing of the past.
Because you should be writing!
Star Wars: The Mandalorian: The Art &
Imagery Collector's Edition Vol. 2
Titan 2021-02-02 Journey to amazing
worlds as Star Wars: The Mandalorian,
the critically acclaimed series that
expands the Star Wars universe,
continues to tell the acclaimed story
of the mysterious Mandalorian warrior
Dyn Jarren and The Child. This
collector's edition includes stunning
artwork from chapters 5-8, featuring
the droids, rogues, and soldiers of
the Empire as seen in the hit series.
A unique mix of photography, art and
concept illustration showcases the
Mandalorian, his allies, his foes and
his incredible adventures.
Star Wars Marjorie Liu 2017-01-04
Collects Han Solo (2016) #1-5.
Everyone s favorite scoundrel goes
Solo! Han is given a top-secret
undercover mission for the Rebellion:
rescuing several informants and
spies! His cover for the assignment?
Only the biggest and most infamous
starship race in the galaxy, the
Dragon Void a tournament he has
dreamt of winning his entire life.
With a chance of glory, can Han keep
his mind on the mission? Or is
failing Leia worse than losing? If
that wasn t enough, there s also the
small matter of finding a traitor
within the Rebellion. As the Dragon
Void heats up, can a certain Wookiee
pal lend a hand in the mole hunt?
Place your bets for the ultimate
space race! Our money s on Han and
the Millennium Falcon
after all,
it s the ship that made the Kessel
Run in less than twelve parsecs!
Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back
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40th Anniversary Special Book Titan
2021-06-01 Celebrate the 40th
Anniversary of The Empire Strikes
Back, the fan-favorite Star Wars
movie, with this deluxe special
edition dedicated to the making of
the iconic film. Inside its pages is
an in-depth look at how George Lucas
expanded the saga with new
environments such as Hoth and Cloud
City, and new characters like Lando
Calrissian, Boba Fett, and Yoda. It
also includes comments from the cast
and crew involved in the making of
the film, including Mark Hamill,
Harrison Ford, and Carrie Fisher. See
how scenes such as the Rebels battle
against the AT-ATs were created and
learn more about how Luke Skywalker’s
battle against Darth Vader was filmed
in a must-have item for every Star
Wars fans collection!
Solo: A Star Wars Story: Han on the
Run (Level 2 DK Reader) DK 2018-08-17
Young readers will love this Han Solo
book, packed with characters and
adventures from the new Star WarsTM
movie, Solo: A Star Wars StoryTM.
Discover the new heroes, villains,
aliens, droids, and vehicles from the
movie, plus fan-favorites Han,
Chewie, Lando, and the
MillenniumFalcon. Improve your
reading skills while learning about
the world of young Han Solo. Solo: A
Star Wars Story Han on the Run is a
Level 2 Reader packed with fun facts
for kids who are beginning to read.
It is part of an innovative DK series
of leveled reading books that combine
a highly visual approach with
engaging non-fiction narratives. © &
TM 2018 LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under
Authorization.
Rey and Pals Jeffrey Brown 2019-11-05
What if Rey hadn't grown up all alone
on dusty planet Jakku, but instead
had a galaxy of friends to play with?
New York Times bestselling author of
the Darth Vader and Son series
Jeffrey Brown returns to the Star
Wars galaxy with a collection of
brand-new adventures starring young
Rey and Kylo, Finn and Poe, Hux and
Phasma, Rose and BB-8—all under the
watch of Luke, General Leia, Han, and
Chewie. Whether it's Kylo trying to
use the Force to cheat at Go Fish,
Poe bowling with BB-8, or Rey lifting
solo-a-star-wars-story-the-official-guide

rocks to play hide and seek, Jeffrey
Brown's charmingly hilarious vision
will delight Star Wars fans of all
ages. © & TM Lucasfilm Ltd. Used
Under Authorization
Solo: A Star Wars Story Junior Novel
Lucasfilm Press 2018-09-04 Board the
Millennium Falcon for a galactic
adventure that explores the story of
one of Star Wars' greatest heroes!
Han Solo leaves his homeworld
Corellia behind and dreams of
becoming the greatest pilot in the
galaxy. But before he can find the
perfect ship he'll have to survive a
dangerous job in the criminal
underworld! Read along as Han
encounters Chewbacca the Wookiee,
smuggler Lando Calrissian and other
heroes and villains. Author Joe
Schreiber captures all the excitement
and adventure of the hit film!
Star Wars Icons: Han Solo Gina
McIntyre 2018-11-13 Discover the
incredible story behind the creation
and legacy of one of Star Wars’ most
beloved characters with Star Wars
Icons: Han Solo. Smuggler. Rogue.
Hero of the Rebellion. Scruffylooking nerf herder. Han Solo has
been called all these things and more
since making his debut in the
original Star Wars film back in 1977.
Four decades later, the irrepressible
Solo continues to be one of the most
iconic and enduring elements of the
saga. Star Wars Icons: Han Solo
covers the character’s entire
journey, from his genesis in George
Lucas’s first drafts of Star Wars to
Harrison Ford’s iconic performances
in the original three films and The
Force Awakens, and the character’s
rebirth in Solo: A Star Wars Story.
The book also takes an in-depth look
at Solo’s role in the Star Wars
expanded universe, through novels,
comics, video games, and more, and
the indelible impression the
character has made on pop culture.
Illustrated with a treasure trove of
rare and previously unseen imagery,
including candid on-set photography
and stunning concept art, this deluxe
volume also features exclusive new
interviews with Harrison Ford, Alden
Ehrenreich, Mark Hamill, Billy Dee
Williams, Peter Mayhew, Ron Howard,
J. J. Abrams, Lawrence Kasdan,
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Jonathan Kasdan, and many more key
creatives. Comprehensive and
revelatory, this is the definitive
book for Han Solo fans across the
galaxy.
Lando Calrissian and the Mindharp of
Sharu L. Neil Smith 1983 On a
gambling trip to Oseon, the wealthy
resort star system, Lando discovers
that accidents that nearly destroyed
his ship were actually murder
attempts by an unknown enemy
The Shambling Guide to New York City
Mur Lafferty 2013-05-28 A travel
writer takes a job with a shady
publishing company in New York, only
to find that she must write a guide
to the city - for the undead! Because
of the disaster that was her last
job, Zoe is searching for a fresh
start as a travel book editor in the
tourist-centric New York City. After
stumbling across a seemingly perfect
position though, Zoe is blocked at
every turn because of the one thing
she can't take off her resume --human. Not to be put off by anything
-- especially not her blood drinking
boss or death goddess coworker -- Zoe
delves deep into the monster world.
But her job turns deadly when the
careful balance between human and
monsters starts to crumble -- with
Zoe right in the middle.
Solo: A Star Wars Story Train Heist
Lucasfilm Press 2018-05-25 Han Solo
and Chewbacca the Wookiee must teamup for a daring train heist on the
planet Vandor!
Solo Beth Davies 2018-05-25 Kids will
love joining young Han aboard the
Millennium Falconfor many thrilling
adventures. Solo- A Star Wars Story
Ultimate Sticker Collection is
illustrated with action-packed images
from the movie, accompanied by fun,
easy-to-read reference text. Join the
heroes and villains as they plan
missions, explore new planets,
perform daring escapes, and pilot
superfast starships.
This Is the Way (Star Wars: The
Mandalorian) Golden Books 2020-10-27
An all-new Little Golden Book based
on Star Wars: The Mandalorian on
Disney+! Featuring stunning retro
illustrations, this Little Golden
Book based on The Mandalorian on
Disney+ is perfect for Star Wars fans
solo-a-star-wars-story-the-official-guide

of all ages!
SOLO A STAR WARS STORY SPECIAL BOOK.
2018
Star Wars: Solo A Star Wars Story
Ultimate Guide Titan Magazines
2018-12-11 Get the full Solo: A Star
Wars Story experience as The Ultimate
Souvenir Guide reveals all the
behind-the-scenes secrets of the Star
Wars' universe's favourite scoundrel!
Presenting in-depth interviews with
the all-star cast, exclusive
revelations from the crew on the
making of the movie, concept art,
behind-the-scenes photography and
more, Solo: A Star Wars Story: The
Ultimate Souvenir Guide is the
complete, official, authoritative
guide to the film.
Character Encyclopedia Dorling
Kindersley Publishing Staff
2019-04-02 Learn more about your
favourite Star Wars characters from
every movie in the saga The
definitive guide to more than 200
heroes, villains, aliens and droids
of the Star Wars galaxy is now packed
with new characters from Rogue One: A
Star Wars Story, Star Wars: The Last
Jedi and Solo: A Star Wars Story.
Want to know how tall Snoke is? Or
learn where Maz Kanata is from? The
Star Wars: Character Encyclopedia is
full of fun facts and intriguing
information that's guaranteed to
enthrall fans of all ages. With
plenty of lesser-known details, even
die-hard fans will learn new facts
about iconic characters. © & TM 2019
LUCASFILM LTD
Rogue One: A Star Wars Story
Alexander Freed 2016-12-16 The Sunday
Times Bestseller Go beyond the film
with a novelization featuring new
scenes and expanded material. As the
shadows of the Empire loom ever
larger across the galaxy, so do
deeply troubling rumors. The
Rebellion has learned of a sinister
Imperial plot to bring entire worlds
to their knees. Deep in Empiredominated space, a machine of
unimaginable destructive power is
nearing completion. A weapon too
terrifying to contemplate . . . and a
threat that may be too great to
overcome. If the worlds at the
Empire’s mercy stand any chance, it
lies with an unlikely band of allies:
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Jyn Erso, a resourceful young woman
seeking vengeance; Cassian Andor, a
war-weary rebel commander; Bodhi
Rook, a defector from the Empire’s
military; Chirrut Ïmwe, a blind holy
man and his crack-shot companion,
Baze Malbus; and K-2SO, a deadly
Imperial droid turned against its
former masters. In their hands rests
the new hope that could turn the tide
toward a crucial Rebellion victory—if
only they can capture the plans to
the Empire’s new weapon. But even as
they race toward their dangerous
goal, the specter of their ultimate
enemy—a monstrous world unto
itself—darkens the skies. Waiting to
herald the Empire’s brutal reign with
a burst of annihilation worthy of its
dreaded name: Death Star.
Solo A Star Wars Story Han on the Run
Beth Davies 2018-08-17 Young readers
will love this Han Solo book,
includes characters and adventures
from the new Star Wars movie, Solo: A
Star Wars Story. Discover the new
heroes, villains, aliens, droids, and
vehicles from the movie, plus fanfavorites Han, Chewie, Lando, and the
Millennium Falcon. Improve your
reading skills while learning about
the world of young Han Solo. Solo: A
Star Wars Story Han on the Run is a
Level 2 Reader packed with fun facts
for kids who are beginning to read.
It is part of an innovative DK series
of leveled reading books that combine
a highly visual approach with
engaging non-fiction narratives.
Star Wars: Solo A Star Wars Story
Ultimate Guide Titan Magazines
2018-12-11 Get the full Solo: A Star
Wars Story experience as The Ultimate
Souvenir Guide reveals all the
behind-the-scenes secrets of the Star
Wars' universe's favourite scoundrel!
Presenting in-depth interviews with
the all-star cast, exclusive
revelations from the crew on the
making of the movie, concept art,
behind-the-scenes photography and
more, Solo: A Star Wars Story: The
Ultimate Souvenir Guide is the
complete, official, authoritative
guide to the film.
Han Solo's Revenge Brian Daley
1997-10-01 After agreeing to
transport slaves because of his
desperate need for money, Han Solo is
solo-a-star-wars-story-the-official-guide

chased by informants, romanced by a
mysterious woman, separated from
Chewbacca, and confronted by a deadly
threat to his life. Reissue.
Star Wars: Solo A Star Wars Story
Official Collector's Edition Titan
2018-07-12 A guide to the all-new
standalone Star Wars movie, Solo: A
Star Wars Story. An all-new Star Wars
story arrives in cinemas returns as
the hotly anticipated tale of Han
Solo's early years. Meet the
characters including familiar
acquaintances such as Lando
Calrissian and the mighty Chewbacca!
Star Wars: The Last Jedi The Official
Movie Companion Titan 2018-06-19 A
deluxe collector's edition offering a
behind-the-scenes guide to the latest
Star Wars film, The Last Jedi. Sceneby-scene trivia and information from
the latest Star Wars movie, The Last
Jedi along with interviews with the
cast and crew of the film. Also
features fantastic images and
production art. An essential
companion to the film and for all
fans of the saga.
Bookburners Max Gladstone 2017-01-31
"Originally published in e-serial
format online"--Colophon.
Solo Robbie Thompson 2019-06-05
Collects Solo: A Star Wars Story
Adaptation #1-7. Learn the full story
of the galaxy s most lovable
scoundrel in this adaptation of the
blockbuster Star Wars prequel! After
leaving the Imperial Navy, a young
Han Solo seeks adventure by joining a
gang of galactic mercenaries
and
soon meets notorious gambler Lando
Calrissian and a 196-year-old Wookiee
named Chewbacca! Witness Han s first
flight in the Millennium Falcon
and
join him on the legendary Kessel Run!
But can even the fastest ship in the
galaxy help Han accomplish an
impossible heist for ruthless
gangster Dryden Vos? There s more to
this story than you saw in any
theater!
Solo: A Star Wars Story: Expanded
Edition Mur Lafferty 2018-09-04 Don’t
miss the exclusive content in this
thrilling adaptation of Solo: A Star
Wars Story, with scenes from
alternate versions of the script
including Han Solo’s time in the
Imperial Navy, Qi’ra’s past, the
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beginnings of the rebellion, and
more! Though Han Solo has thrilled
Star Wars fans for decades, the
notorious wisecracking scoundrel was
chasing adventure and dodging trouble
long before he walked into the
cantina at Mos Eisley spaceport.
Young Han dreams of someday soaring
into space at the helm of his own
starship and leaving his home, the
gritty industrial planet Corellia,
far behind. But as long as he’s
trapped in a life of poverty and
crime—and under the thumb of the
sinister Lady Proxima and her brutal
street gang—reaching the distant
stars seems impossible. When Han
tries to escape with his girlfriend
and partner-in-crime, Qi’ra, he makes
it out—but she doesn’t. Desperate for
a way to find his own offworld vessel
and free her, Han enlists in the
Imperial Navy—the last place for a
rebellious loner who doesn’t play
well with others. When the Empire
clips his wings, Han goes rogue and
plunges into the shady world of
smugglers, gamblers, and con artists.
There he meets the charming and
cunning high roller Lando Calrissian,
makes an unlikely friend in a
cantankerous Wookiee called
Chewbacca, and first lays eyes on the
Millennium Falcon. To snag his piece
of the outlaw pie, Han joins a crew
of pirates to pull off a risky heist.
The stakes are high, the danger is
great, and the odds are slim. But
never tell Han Solo the odds. Praise
for Solo: A Star Wars Story “Mur
Lafferty has given us the best
adaptation of a Star Wars film
yet.”—Star Wars News Net “If you
liked the movie but were left wanting
more, this novel has exactly what you
need.”—CNET “A fun adventure tale
within the larger Star Wars franchise
that goes beyond the run-of-the-mill
novelization treatment to explore a
new bit of the world that we haven’t
yet seen.”—The Verge
Star Wars: The Age Of Resistance The
Official Collector's Edition Book
Titan 2021-03-09 An all-new hardback
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deluxe magazine, detailing the making
of The Force Awakens, The Last Jedi,
and The Rise of Skywalker. With
exclusive interviews with the cast
and crew that brought you the story
of Rey, Finn and Poe, and their
struggle against Kylo Ren and the
dark forces of the First Order, this
is the first book to chronicle the
making of a beloved trilogy of smashhits that brought the epic Skywalker
saga to its conclusion. Featuring
stunning photography and production
art, this indispensable souvenir
edition is essential for all fans
Star Wars, Attack of the Clones David
West Reynolds 2002 An essential guide
with annotated photography brings to
life the characters, costumes,
droids, and gadgetry of the Star Wars
universe in astonishing visual
detail. 150,000 first printing.
Star Wars: The Mandalorian: Guide to
Season One Titan Comics 2021-05-18 A
book dedicated to the first season of
the successful hit live action series
The Mandalorian, streaming on
Disney+, featuring character files,
plots, settings, and behind-thescenes content. With never-beforeseen photographs, a complete episode
guide, and a detailed behind-the
scenes look at how the show - and its
iconic new characters such as IG-11
and Moff Gideon - came to life.
Star Wars: Crimson Reign Charles
Soule 2022-05-31 The story that began
with WAR OF THE BOUNTY HUNTERS
continues in the second chapter of an
epic trilogy that will reshape the
Star Wars galaxy during the Age of
Rebellion! The criminal organization
known as the Crimson Dawn has risen - but what is their goal, and how do
they plan to achieve it? And how will
the Rebel Alliance and the Empire
both react to this new galactic power
player? Featuring the return of
beloved characters, shocking twists,
epic feats of the Force and a story
that will reach from the darkest
underworld all the way to the
Imperial Palace on Coruscant, CRIMSON
REIGN is a Star Wars saga like no
other!
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